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ABSTRACT

The ability of maintaining and operating projected
space assets is being, affected by three issues as follows:

1) Increasing complexity of space applications,
2) Increasing numbers of satellite systems, and
3) A fixed number of qualified operations personnel

The need for space-based applications has dramatically
increased over the past decade. Satellite systems have
become increasingly more complex. These systems are being
designed and built to provide enhanced capabilities in a
variety of areas, including communications, navigation,
surveillance, scientific, and others. In addition, space
applications have taken two growth paths, both requiring
increased numbers of satellites. Certain applications are
evolving from single satellite systems to satellite
constellations. Such constellations directly address
requirements for global coverage, such as navigation, and
the need for increased survivability. Other applications are
focusing on the requirements of single payload versus multi-
payload platforms. This has resulted in an increased
interest in single-purpose inexpensive satellite systems.
Both approaches are significantly increasing the number of
space assets that need to be maintained and operated.

These changes are occurring while the projected number
of personnel for satellite operations are remaining
relatively constant. With the extended lives of current and
future satellite systems and the natural attrition of
operations personnel, the problem will be further compounded
by a shortage of qualified personnel. The required expertise
for maintaining an increasing variety of complex systems is
not keeping up with the demand. Automating portions of the
ground and space segment can help reduce the satellite
operations personnel workload. Traditionally, any
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significant processing required for a satellite system has
been done on the ground. Considerations of weight, power,
and cost have made this approach technically and
economically more attractive.

An on-board data processing architecture has been
defined to directly support satellite operation. This
architecture consists of four classes of intelligent
processes described as follows:

1) Planner - generates missions consisting of compatible
mission objectives; generates and updates a plan for
satisfying currently defined missions,

2) Controller - coordinates the generation of an agenda of
activities for satisfying near-term missions; supervises the
execution of scheduled agenda activities,

3) Subsystem Specialist - coordinates the scheduling of
activities for a specific subsystem; generates subsystem
commands implementing scheduled activities; maintains The
subsystem in operational working order,

4) Analyst - assesses the decree executed missions satisfied
related mission objectives; assesses operational performance
of satellite subsystems.

The advent of low-cost, low-power, and high-speed
circuitry and the introduction of new software development
techniques has made it more feasible to add additional
processing capabilities to the space segment. The initial
emphasis has been on expanded functionality. A dramatic
improvement in satellite operations can be attained by
migrating some of those ground segment capabilities to the
space segment. This paper describes an on-board data
processing architecture that supports satellite operations
and the development of a ground to space segment interface,
the satellite knowledge interface protocol (SKIP), required
to support it.


